18
Extension and object-oriented programming

Think of your favorite graphical user interface (GUI). It probably has
various W I D G E T S – buttons, checkboxes, textboxes, radio buttons,
menus, icons, and so forth. These widgets might undergo various operations – we might want to draw them in a window, click on them,
change their location, remove them, highlight them, select from them.
Each of these operations seems like a function. We’d organize functions like this:
how to draw:
a button
a checkbox
a textbox
...

how to click on:
a button
a checkbox
a textbox
…

how to highlight:
a button
a checkbox
a textbox
...

Figure 18.1: Function-oriented organization of widget software

But new widgets are being invented all the time. Every time a new
widget type is added, we’d have to change every one of these functions.
Instead, we might want to organize the code a different way:

buttons:
how to draw
how to click
how to highlight
...

checkboxes:
how to draw
how to click
how to highlight
...

textboxes:
how to draw
how to click
how to highlight
...

This way, adding a new widget doesn’t affect any of the existing
ones. The changes are localized, and therefore likely to be much more
reliably added. We are carving the software at its joints, following the
edict of decomposition.
This latter approach to code organization, organizing by “object”

Figure 18.2: Object-oriented organization of widget software
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rather than by function, is referred to as O B J E C T- O R I E N T E D . It’s probably no surprise that the rise in popularity of object-oriented programming tracks the development of graphical user interfaces; as seen
above, it’s a natural fit. In particular, the idea of object-oriented programming was popularized by the Smalltalk programming language
and system, which pioneered many of the fundamental ideas of graphical user interfaces that we are now accustomed to – windows, icons,
menus, buttons. Smalltalk with its graphical user interface was developed in the early 1970’s at Xerox PARC by Alan Kay, Adele Goldberg,
Dan Ingalls, and others (Figure 18.3). Steve Jobs, seeing the Smalltalk
environment in a 1979 visit to Xerox PARC, immediately imported the
ideas into Apple’s Lisa and Macintosh computers, thereby disseminating and indeed universalizing the ideas.
In this chapter, we introduce object-oriented programming, a programming paradigm based on organizing functionalities (in the form
of methods) together with the data that they operate on, as opposed to
the functional paradigm, which organizes functionalities (in the form
of functions) separate from the corresponding data.

18.1 Drawing graphical elements
To motivate such a reorganization, consider a program to draw graphical elements on a window. We’ll start by organizing the code in a
function-oriented, not object-oriented, style.
Positions in the window can be captured with a point data type:
# type point = {x : int; y : int} ;;
type point = { x : int; y : int; }

We might want data types for the individual kinds of graphical elements – rectangles, circles, squares – each with its own parameters
specifying pertinent positions, sizes, and the like:
# type rect = {rect_pos : point;
#
rect_width : int; rect_height : int} ;;
type rect = { rect_pos : point; rect_width : int; rect_height :
int; }
# type circle = {circle_pos : point; circle_radius : int} ;;
type circle = { circle_pos : point; circle_radius : int; }
# type square = {square_pos : point; square_width : int} ;;
type square = { square_pos : point; square_width : int; }

We can think of a scene as being composed of a set of these display
elements:
# type display_elt =
#

| Rect of rect

Figure 18.3: Alan Kay, Adele Goldberg,
and Dan Ingalls, developers of the influential Smalltalk language, a pioneering
object-oriented language, with an innovative user interface based on graphical
widgets and direct manipulation.
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#

| Circle of circle

#

| Square of square ;;
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type display_elt = Rect of rect | Circle of circle | Square of
square
# type scene = display_elt list ;;
type scene = display_elt list

In order to make use of these elements to actually draw on a screen,
we’ll make use of the OCaml Graphics module, which you may want
to familiarize yourself with before proceeding. (We rename the module
G for brevity.)
# module G = Graphics ;;
module G = Graphics

We can write a function to draw a display element of whatever variety by dispatching (matching) based on the variant of the display_elt
type:1
# let draw (d : display_elt) : unit =
#

match d with

#

| Rect r ->
G.set_color G.black;
G.fill_rect (r.rect_pos.x - r.rect_width / 2)
(r.rect_pos.y - r.rect_height / 2)
r.rect_width r.rect_height

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

| Circle c ->
G.set_color G.black;
G.fill_circle c.circle_pos.x c.circle_pos.y
c.circle_radius
| Square s ->
G.set_color G.black;
G.fill_rect (s.square_pos.x - s.square_width / 2)
(s.square_pos.y - s.square_width / 2)
s.square_width s.square_width ;;

val draw : display_elt -> unit = <fun>

and use it to draw an entire scene on a fresh canvas:
# let draw_scene (s : scene) : unit =
#
#
#
#
#
#

try
G.open_graph "";
(*
G.resize_window 200 300; (*
List.iter draw s;
(*
ignore (G.read_key ())
(*

open the canvas *)
erase and resize *)
draw the elements *)
wait for a keystroke *)

with

exn -> (G.close_graph () ; raise exn) ;;
val draw_scene : scene -> unit = <fun>

#

Let’s test it on a simple scene of a few rectangles and circles:
# let test_scene =
#
[ Rect {rect_pos = {x = 0; y = 20};

1

All of the subtractions of half the
widths and heights is because the
Graphics module often draws graphics
based on the lower left hand corner
position, instead of the center of the
graphic that we’re using.
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rect_width = 15; rect_height = 80};

#

Circle {circle_pos = {x = 40; y = 100};
circle_radius = 40};
Circle {circle_pos = {x = 40; y = 140};
circle_radius = 20};

#
#
#
#

Square {square_pos = {x = 65; y = 160};
square_width = 50} ] ;;
val test_scene : display_elt list =
[Rect {rect_pos = {x = 0; y = 20}; rect_width = 15; rect_height =
#
#

80};
Circle {circle_pos = {x = 40; y = 100}; circle_radius = 40};
Circle {circle_pos = {x = 40; y = 140}; circle_radius = 20};
Square {square_pos = {x = 65; y = 160}; square_width = 50}]

(a)

# draw_scene test_scene ;;
- : unit = ()

A window pops up with the scene (Figure 18.4(a)).
Sadly, the scene is not centered very well in the canvas. Fortunately,
it’s easy to add functionality in the functional programming paradigm:
just add functions. We can easily add functions to translate a display
element or a scene by a given amount in the x and y directions.
# let translate (p : point) (d : display_elt) : display_elt =
let vec_sum {x = x1; y = y1} {x = x2; y = y2} =

#
#

{x = x1 + x2; y = y1 + y2} in

#

match d with

#

| Rect r ->
Rect {r with rect_pos = vec_sum p r.rect_pos}

#
#

| Circle c ->
Circle {c with circle_pos = vec_sum p c.circle_pos}

#
#

| Square s ->

#

Square {s with square_pos = vec_sum p s.square_pos} ;;

val translate : point -> display_elt -> display_elt = <fun>
# let translate_scene (p : point) : scene -> scene =
#

List.map (translate p) ;;
val translate_scene : point -> scene -> scene = <fun>

Using these, we can translate the scene to center it before drawing:
# draw_scene (translate_scene {x = 42; y = 50} test_scene) ;;
- : unit = ()

to get the depiction in Figure 18.4(b).
So adding functionality is easy. What about adding new types of
data, new display elements? Suppose we want to add a textual display
element to place some text in the scene.
# type text = {text_pos : point;
#
text_title : string} ;;
type text = { text_pos : point; text_title : string; }

We’ll have to modify the display_elt data type to incorporate text
elements:

(b)
Figure 18.4: (a) A test scene. (b) The test
scene translated.
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# type display_elt =
#

| Rect of rect

#

| Circle of circle

#

| Square of square

#

| Text of text ;;

type display_elt =
Rect of rect
| Circle of circle
| Square of square
| Text of text

Now the draw function complains (unsurprisingly) of an inexhaustive
match:
# let draw (d : display_elt) : unit =
#

match d with

#

| Rect r ->
G.set_color G.black;
G.fill_rect (r.rect_pos.x - r.rect_width / 2)
(r.rect_pos.y - r.rect_height / 2)
r.rect_width r.rect_height

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

| Circle c ->
G.set_color G.black;
G.fill_circle c.circle_pos.x c.circle_pos.y
c.circle_radius
| Square s ->
G.set_color G.black;
G.fill_rect (s.square_pos.x - s.square_width / 2)
(s.square_pos.y - s.square_width / 2)
s.square_width s.square_width ;;

Lines 2-16, characters 0-29:
2 | match d with
3 | | Rect r ->
4 | G.set_color G.black;
5 | G.fill_rect (r.rect_pos.x - r.rect_width / 2)
6 | (r.rect_pos.y - r.rect_height / 2)
...
13 | G.set_color G.black;
14 | G.fill_rect (s.square_pos.x - s.square_width / 2)
15 | (s.square_pos.y - s.square_width / 2)
16 | s.square_width s.square_width...
Warning 8: this pattern-matching is not exhaustive.
Here is an example of a case that is not matched:
Text _
val draw : display_elt -> unit = <fun>

We’ll have to augment it to handle drawing text. Ditto for the
translate function. In fact, every function that manipulates display

elements will have to be changed. If we’re going to be adding new types
of elements to display, translate, and the like, this will get unwieldy
quickly. But there’s a better way – objects.
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18.2 Objects introduced
What do we care about about display elements? That they can be
drawn. That’s it. We want to abstract away from all else.
We’ll define a data type, an abstraction, display_elt, that is a
record with a single field called draw that stores a drawing function.
# type display_elt = {draw : unit -> unit} ;;
type display_elt = { draw : unit -> unit; }

Then rectangles, circles, squares, and texts are just ways of building
display elements with that drawing functionality.
Take rectangles for example. A rectangle is a display_elt whose
draw function displays a rectangle. We can establish a rect function

that builds such a display element given its initial parameters – position, width, and height:
# let rect (p : point) (w : int) (h : int) : display_elt =
#

{ draw = fun () ->
G.set_color G.black ;
#
G.fill_rect (p.x - w/2) (p.y - h/2) w h } ;;
val rect : point -> int -> int -> display_elt = <fun>

#

Similarly with circles and squares:
# let circle (p : point) (r : int) : display_elt =
#

{ draw = fun () ->
G.set_color G.black;
#
G.fill_circle p.x p.y r } ;;
val circle : point -> int -> display_elt = <fun>

#

# let square (p : point) (w : int) : display_elt =
#

{ draw = fun () ->
G.set_color G.black ;
#
G.fill_rect (p.x - w/2) (p.y - w/2) w w } ;;
val square : point -> int -> display_elt = <fun>

#

Now to draw a display element, we just extract the draw function and
call it. The display element data object knows how to draw itself.
# let draw (d : display_elt) = d.draw () ;;
val draw : display_elt -> unit = <fun>

If we want to add a new display element, a text, say, we just have to
provide a way to draw such a thing. No other code (draw, draw_scene)
needs to change.
# let text (p : point) (s : string) : display_elt =
#
#
#
#

{ draw = (fun () ->
let (w, h) = G.text_size s in
G.set_color G.black;

G.moveto (p.x - w/2) (p.y - h/2);
G.draw_string s) } ;;
val text : point -> string -> display_elt = <fun>
#
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Of course, we’d probably want display elements to have more functionality than just drawing themselves – for instance, moving them to a
new position, querying and changing their color, and much more. Let’s
start with these.
# type display_elt =
#
#

{ draw : unit -> unit;
set_pos : point -> unit;

get_pos : unit -> point;
set_color : G.color -> unit;
#
get_color : unit -> G.color } ;;
type display_elt = {
#
#

draw : unit -> unit;
set_pos : point -> unit;
get_pos : unit -> point;
set_color : G.color -> unit;
get_color : unit -> G.color;
}

Notice that display elements now (apparently) must have mutable
state. Their position and color can be modified over time. We’ll implement this state by creating appropriate references, called pos and
color, respectively, that are generated upon creation of an object and

are specific to it. Here, for instance, is the circle function to create a
circular display element object:
# let circle (p : point) (r : int) : display_elt =
#

let pos = ref p in

#

let color = ref G.black in
{ draw = (fun () -> G.set_color (!color);
G.fill_circle (!pos).x (!pos).y r);
_
set pos = (fun p -> pos := p);

#
#
#

get_pos = (fun () -> !pos);
set_color = (fun c -> color := c);
#
get_color = (fun () -> !color) } ;;
val circle : point -> int -> display_elt = <fun>
#
#

The scoping is crucial. The definitions of pos and color are within
the scope of the circle function. Thus, new references are generated
each time circle is invoked and are accessible only to the record
structure (the object) created by that invocation.2 Similarly, we’ll want
a function to create rectangles and text boxes, each with its own state
and functionality as specified by the display_elt type.
# let rect (p : point) (w : int) (h : int) : display_elt =
#

let pos = ref p in

#

let color = ref G.black in

#

{ draw = (fun () ->
G.set_color (!color);
G.fill_rect ((!pos).x - w/2) ((!pos).y - h/2)

#
#
#
#

w h);
set_pos = (fun p -> pos := p);

2

Recall the similar idea of local, otherwise inaccessible, persistent, mutable
state first introduced in the bump function from Section 15.3, and reproduced
here:
# let bump =
#

let ctr = ref 0 in

#

fun () ->

#

ctr := !ctr + 1;

#

!ctr ;;

val bump : unit -> int = <fun>
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get_pos = (fun () -> !pos);
set_color = (fun c -> color := c);
get_color = (fun () -> !color) };;

#
#
#

val rect : point -> int -> int -> display_elt = <fun>
# let text (p : point) (s : string) : display_elt =
#

let pos = ref p in

#

let color = ref G.black in

#

{ draw = (fun () ->
let (w, h) = G.text_size s in
G.set_color (!color);

#
#
#

G.moveto ((!pos).x - w/2) ((!pos).y - h/2);
G.draw_string s);

#
#
#
#
#

set_pos = (fun p -> pos := p);
get_pos = (fun () -> !pos);
set_color = (fun c -> color := c);
get_color = (fun () -> !color) } ;;

val text : point -> string -> display_elt = <fun>

What we’ve done is to generate a wholesale reorganization of the
display element code, organizing it not by functionality (with a draw
function, a set_pos function, and so forth), but instead by variety of
“object” bearing that functionality. We’ve organized the code in an
O B J E C T- O R I E N T E D

manner.

Think of a table (as in Table 18.1) that describes for each functionality (draw, move, getting and setting color) and each class of object
(rectangle, circle, text) the code necessary to carry out that functionality for that class of object. We can organize the code by functionality, packaging the rows into functions; this is the function-oriented
paradigm. Alternatively, we can organize the code by class of object, packaging the columns into objects; this is the object-oriented
paradigm.

draw

rectangle

circle

text

G.set_color (!color);

G.set_color (!color)

G.fill_rect (!pos).x

G.fill_circle (!pos).x

G.set_color (!color);
G.moveto (!pos).x
(!pos).y;

(!pos).y w h

(!pos).y r

G.draw_string s

move

pos := p

pos := p

pos := p

set color

color := c

color := c

color := c

get color

!color

!color

!color

Which is the better approach? The edict of decomposition appeals
to cutting up software at its joints. Which of row or column constitutes
the natural joints will vary from case to case. It is thus a fundamental

Table 18.1: The matrix of functionality
(rows) and object classes (columns)
for the display elements example.
The code can be organized by row –
function-oriented – or by column –
object-oriented.
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design decision as to whether to use a function- or object-oriented
structuring of code. If you expect a need to add additional columns
with regularity, whereas adding rows will be rare, the object-oriented
approach will fare better. Conversely, if new rows, new functionality, will be needed over a relatively static set of classes of data, the
function-oriented approach is preferable.

18.3 Object-oriented terminology and syntax
The object-oriented programming paradigm that we’ve reconstructed
here comes with its own set of terminology. First, the data structure
that encapsulates the various bits of functionality – here implemented
as a simple record structure – is an O B J E C T . The various components
providing the functionality are its M E T H O D S , and the state variables
(like color and pos) its I N S TA N C E VA R I A B L E S . The specification of
what methods are provided by an object (like display_elt) is its
C L A S S I N T E R F A C E , and the creation of an object is specified by its
CLASS

(like circle or text).

We create an object by I N S TA N T I AT I N G the class, in this example,
the circle class,
# let circle1 = circle {x = 100; y = 100} 50 ;;
val circle1 : display_elt =
{draw = <fun>; set_pos = <fun>; get_pos = <fun>; set_color =
<fun>;
get_color = <fun>}

which satisfies the display_elt class interface.
When we make use of a method, for instance, the set_pos method,
# circle1.set_pos {x = 125; y = 125} ;;
- : unit = ()

we are said to I N V O K E the method
It should be clear that the object-oriented programming paradigm
can be carried out in any programming language with the abstractions
that we’ve relied on here, basically, first-class functions, lexical scoping,
and mutable state. But, as with other programming paradigms we’ve
looked at, providing some syntactic sugar in support of the paradigm
can be quite useful. OCaml does just that. Indeed, the “O” in “OCaml”
indicates that the language was developed as an extension to the Caml
language that added syntactic support for object-oriented programming.
The object-oriented syntax extensions in OCaml are summarized in
Table 18.2.
The display element example can thus be stated in colloquial
OCaml as follows. We start with the display_elt class interface:
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Concept

Syntax
class type ⟨interfacename ⟩ = ...

Class interfaces
Class definition

class ⟨classname ⟩ ⟨args ⟩ = ...

Object definition

object ... end

Instance variables

val (mutable) ⟨varname ⟩ = ...

Methods

method ⟨methodname ⟩ ⟨args ⟩ = ...

Instance variable update

... <- ...

Instantiating classes

new ⟨classname ⟩ ⟨args ⟩
⟨object ⟩#⟨methodname ⟩ ⟨args ⟩

Invoking methods

# class type display_elt =
#

object

#

method draw : unit
method set_pos : point -> unit
method get_pos : point

#
#

method set_color : G.color -> unit
method get_color : G.color

#
#
#

end ;;

class type display_elt =
object
method draw : unit
method get_color : G.color
method get_pos : point
method set_color : G.color -> unit
method set_pos : point -> unit
end

and define some classes that satisfy the interface:
# class circle (p : point) (r : int) : display_elt =
#

object

#

val mutable pos = p

#

val mutable color = G.black
method draw = G.set_color color;

#

G.fill_circle pos.x pos.y r

#
#
#
#
#
#

method set_pos p = pos <- p
method get_pos = pos
method set_color c = color <- c
method get_color = color
end ;;

class circle : point -> int -> display_elt
# class rect (p : point) (w : int) (h : int) : display_elt =
#

object

#

val mutable pos = p

#

val mutable color = G.black
method draw = G.set_color color;

#
#
#
#

G.fill_rect (pos.x - w/2) (pos.y - h/2)
w h
method set_pos p = pos <- p

Table 18.2: Syntactic extensions in
OCaml supporting object-oriented
programming.
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#
#
#
#
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method get_pos = pos
method set_color c = color <- c
method get_color = color
end ;;

class rect : point -> int -> int -> display_elt

Now we can use these to create and draw some display elements. We
create a new circle,
# let _ = G.open_graph "";
#
G.clear_graph ;;

(a)

- : unit -> unit = <fun>
# let b = new circle {x = 100; y = 100} 40 ;;
val b : circle = <obj>

but nothing appears yet until we draw the element.
# let _ = b#draw ;;
- : unit = ()

(Notice that invoking the method doesn’t require the application to
a unit. In the object-oriented syntax, method invocation with no
arguments can be implicit in this way.) The circle now appears, as in
Figure 18.5(a).
We can erase the object by setting its color to white and redrawing it

(b)

(Figure 18.5(b)).
# let _ = b#set_color G.white;
#

b#draw ;;

- : unit = ()

We move it to a new position and change its color (Figure 18.5(c)).
# let _ = b#set_pos {x = 150; y = 150};
#
b#set_color G.red;
#

b#draw ;;

- : unit = ()

18.4 Inheritance
(c)

The code we’ve developed so far violates the edict of irredundancy.
The implementations of the circle and rect classes, for instance, are
almost identical, differing only in the arguments of the class and the
details of the draw method.
To capture the commonality, the object-oriented paradigm allows
for definition of a class expressing the common aspects, from which
both of the classes can I N H E R I T their behaviors. We refer to the class
(or class type) that is being inherited from as the S U P E R C L A S S and the
inheriting class as the S U B C L A S S .
We’ll define a shape superclass that can handle the position and
color aspects of the more specific classes. Its class type is given by

Figure 18.5: A circle appears (a) and
disappears (b). It moves and reappears
with a changed color (c).
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# class type shape_elt =
#

object
method set_pos : point -> unit
method get_pos : point
method set_color : G.color -> unit

#
#
#

method get_color : G.color

#
#

end ;;

class type shape_elt =
object
method get_color : G.color
method get_pos : point
method set_color : G.color -> unit
method set_pos : point -> unit
end

and a simple implementation of the class is
# class shape (p : point) : shape_elt =
#

object

#

val mutable pos = p

#

val mutable color = G.black
method set_pos p = pos <- p

#

method get_pos = pos
method set_color c = color <- c
method get_color = color

#
#
#
#

end ;;

class shape : point -> shape_elt

Notice that the new shape_elt signature provides access to the four
methods, but not directly to the instance variables used to implement
those methods. The only access to those instance variables will be
through the methods, an instance of the edict of compartmentalization that seems appropriate.
The display_elt class type can inherit the methods from shape_elt, adding just the additional draw method.
# class type display_elt =
#

object

#

inherit shape_elt

#

method draw : unit

#

end ;;

class type display_elt =
object
method draw : unit
method get_color : G.color
method get_pos : point
method set_color : G.color -> unit
method set_pos : point -> unit
end

The inherit specification works as if the contents of the inherited superclass type were simply copied into the subclass type at that location
in the code.
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The rect and circle subclasses can inherit much of their behavior
from the shape superclass, just adding their own draw methods. However, without the ability to refer directly to the instance variables, the
draw method will need to call its own methods for getting and setting

the position and color. We can add a variable to name the object itself,
by adding a parenthesized name after the object keyword. Although
any name can be used, by convention, we use this or self. We can
then invoke the methods from the shape superclass with, for instance,
this#get_color.
# class rect (p : point) (w : int) (h : int) : display_elt =
#

object

(this)

#

inherit shape p

#

method draw =
G.set_color

#
#
#
#
#

this#get_color ;

G.fill_rect (this#get_pos.x - w/2)
(this#get_pos.y - h/2)
w h
end ;;

class rect : point -> int -> int -> display_elt
# class circle (p : point) (r : int) : display_elt =
#

object (this)

#

inherit shape p

#

method draw =
G.set_color this#get_color;
G.fill_circle this#get_pos.x this#get_pos.y r

#
#
#

end ;;

class circle : point -> int -> display_elt

Notice how the inherited shape class is provided the position argument p so its instance variables and methods can be set up properly.
Using inheritance, a square class can be implemented with a single
inheritance from the rect class, merely by specifying that the width
and height of the inherited rectangle are the same:
# class square (p : point) (w : int) : display_elt =
#
#
#

object
inherit rect p w w
end ;;

class square : point -> int -> display_elt

Exercise 207
Define a class text : point -> string -> display_elt for placing a string of text at
a given point position on the canvas. (You’ll need the Graphics.draw_string function
for this.)

18.4.1 Overriding
Inheritance in OCaml allows for subclasses to override the methods
in superclasses. For instance, we can implement a class of bordered
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rectangles (rather than the filled rectangles of the rect class) simply by
overriding the draw method:
# class border_rect (p : point)
#

(w : int) (h : int)
: display_elt =

#
#
#
#

object (this)
inherit rect p w h
method!

#
#

as super

draw = G.set_color this#get_color;
G.fill_rect (this#get_pos.x - w/2 - 2)
(this#get_pos.y - h/2 - 2)

#

(w+4) (h+4) ;

#

let c = this#get_color in
this#set_color G.white ;

#

super#draw

#
#

;

this#set_color c

#
end ;;

class border_rect : point -> int -> int -> display_elt

Here, we’ve introduced the overriding draw method with method!,
where the exclamation mark diacritic explicitly marks the method as
overriding the superclass’s draw method. Without that, OCaml will
provide a helpful warning to the programmer in case the overriding
was unintentional.
When a subclass overrides the method of a superclass, the subclass
may still want access to the superclass’s version of the method. That’s
the case here, where the subclass’s draw method needs to call the superclass’s. In the presence of overriding, then, it becomes important to
have a name for the superclass object so as to be able to call its methods. The inherited superclass can be given a name for this purpose by
the as construct used above in the inherit specification. The variable
following the as – conventionally super though any variable can be
used – then names the superclass providing access to its version of any
overridden methods.

18.5 Subtyping
Back in Section 18.1, we defined a scene as a set of drawable elements, so as to be able to iterate over a scene to draw each element.
We can obtain that ability by defining a new function that draw a list of
display_elt objects:
# let draw_list (d : display_elt list) : unit =
#

List.iter (fun x -> x#draw) d ;;

val draw_list : display_elt list -> unit = <fun>

We’ve put together a small scene (Figure 18.6), evocatively called
scene, to test the process.3

3

The type of the scene is displayed not,
as one might expect, as display_elt
list but as border_rect list. OCaml
uses class names, not class type names,
to serve the purpose of reporting typing
information for objects. The elements
of scene are instances of various
classes (all consistent with class type
display_elt). OCaml selects the first
element of the list, which happens to be
a border_rect instance, to serve as the
printable name of the type. This quirk
of OCaml reveals that the grafting of
the “O” part of the language isn’t always
seamless.
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Figure 18.6: A test scene.
let scene =
(* generate some graphical objects *)
let box = new border_rect {x = 100; y = 110} 180 210 in
let l1 = new rect {x = 70; y = 60} 20 80 in
let l2 = new rect {x = 135; y = 100} 20 160 in
let b = new circle {x = 100; y = 100} 40 in
let bu = new circle {x = 100; y = 140} 20 in
let h = new rect {x = 150; y = 170} 50 20 in
let t = new text {x = 100; y = 200} "The CS51 camel" in
(* bundle them together *)
let scene = [box; l1; l2; b; bu; h; t] in
(* change their color and translate them *)
List.iter (fun x -> x#set_color 0x994c00) scene;
List.iter (fun o -> let {x; y} = o#get_pos in
o#set_pos {x = x + 50; y = y + 40})
scene;
(* update the surround color *)
box#set_color G.blue;
scene ;;

# scene ;;
- : border_rect list = [<obj>; <obj>; <obj>; <obj>; <obj>; <obj>;
<obj>]

We can draw this scene in a fresh window using draw_list.
# let test scene =
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

try
G.open_graph "";
G.resize_window 300 300;
G.clear_graph ();
draw_list scene;
ignore (G.read_key ())
with
exn -> (G.close_graph (); raise exn) ;;

val test : display_elt list -> unit = <fun>
# test scene ;;
- : unit = ()

We defined draw_list to operate on display_elt lists. But there’s
no reason to be so specific. It ought to be the case that any object with
a draw method should be able to participate in a scene. We can define
a new class type of drawable elements
# class type drawable =
#
#

object
method draw : unit
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end ;;

class type drawable = object method draw : unit end

and redefine draw_list accordingly:
# let draw_list (d :

drawable

list) : unit =

#

List.iter (fun x -> x#draw) d ;;
val draw_list : drawable list -> unit = <fun>

We’ve defined drawable as a S U P E RT Y P E of display_elt. It’s a supertype because anything that can be done with a drawable can be done
with a display_elt, but also potentially with other classes as well
(namely, any that have a draw method). The idea is that an object with
a “wider” interface (a subtype, like display_elt) can be used where
an object with a “narrower” interface (a supertype, like drawable) is
needed.
There is a family resemblance in this idea to polymorphism. Any
function with a more polymorphic type (like ’a -> ’a list, say) can
be used where an object with a less polymorphic type (like int -> int
list) is needed.
Exercise 208
Test out this polymorphism subtyping behavior in OCaml by defining two functions
mono : int -> int list and poly : ’a -> ’a list, along with a function need :
(int -> int list) -> int list. Then apply need to both mono and poly, thereby
showing that need works with an argument of its required type (int -> int list) and
also a subtype thereof (’a -> ’a list).

Anything that’s a display_elt or inherits from display_elt or
satisfies the display_elt interface will have at least the functionality
of a drawable. So they are subtypes of drawable.4
The advantage of subtyping – allowing functions with a wider interface to be used where one with a narrower interface is called for –
is just the advantage of polymorphism. It allows reuse of functionality,
which redounds to the benefit of the edict of irredundancy. Rather
than reimplement functions for the different interface “widths”, we
reuse them instead. We’ll see that OCaml allows this kind of reuse,
though with a little less automaticity than the reuse from polymorphism.
It ought to be the case, for instance, that, as display_elt is a subtype of drawable, our revision of draw_scene to apply to drawable
objects ought to allow scenes composed of display_elt objects. Let’s
try it.
# let test scene =
#

try

#

G.open_graph "";
G.resize_window 300 300;
G.clear_graph ();

#

draw_list scene;

#
#

4

There would seem to be a correlation
between subclasses and subtypes. Of
course, not all subtypes are subclasses;
they may not be related by inheritance.
But in a subclass, you have all the
functionality of the superclass, plus you
can add some more. So are subclasses
always subtypes?
No. For instance, in the subclass,
you could redefine a method to have a
more restrictive signature. In that case,
the subclass would not be a subtype;
it would have a narrower interface (at
least for that method), not a wider one.
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ignore (G.read_key ())
with
exn -> (G.close_graph (); raise exn) ;;

val test : drawable list -> unit = <fun>

The type of test shows that it now takes a drawable list argument.
We apply it to our scene.
# test scene ;;
Line 1, characters 5-10:
1 | test scene ;;
^^^^^
Error: This expression has type border_rect list
but an expression was expected of type drawable list
Type
border_rect =
< draw : unit; get_color : G.color; get_pos : point;
set_color : G.color -> unit; set_pos : point -> unit >
is not compatible with type drawable = < draw : unit >
The second object type has no method get_color

But the draw_list call no longer works. We’ve tripped over a limitation in OCaml’s type inference. A subtype ought to be allowed where
a supertype is needed, as it is in the case of polymorphic subtypes of
less polymorphic supertypes. But in the case of class subtyping, OCaml
is not able to perform the necessary type inference to view the subtype as the supertype and use it accordingly. We have to give the type
inference system a hint.
We want the call to draw_list to view scene not as its display_elt
list subtype but rather as the drawable list supertype. We use the
:> operator to specify that view. The expression scene :> drawable
list specifies scene viewed as a drawable list.
# let test scene =
#

try

#

G.open_graph "";
G.resize_window 300 300;
G.clear_graph ();

#

draw_list

#

ignore (G.read_key ())

#
#

#
#

(scene :> drawable list) ;

with
exn -> (G.close_graph (); raise exn) ;;

val test : #drawable list -> unit = <fun>

# test scene ;;
- : unit = ()

Figure 18.7: The rendered test scene.

Voila! The scene (Figure 18.7) appears. A little advice to the type inference mechanism has resolved the problem.
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18.6 Problem section: Object-oriented counters
Here is a class type and class definition for “counter” objects. Each
object maintains an integer state that can be “bumped” by adding
an integer. The interface guarantees that only the two methods are
revealed.
class type counter_interface =
object
method bump : int -> unit
method get_state : int
end ;;
class counter : counter_interface =
object
val mutable state = 0
method bump n = state <- state + n
method get_state = state
end ;;

Problem 209
Write a class definition for a class loud_counter obeying the same interface that works
identically, except that it also prints the resulting state of the counter each time the
counter is bumped.
Problem 210
Write a class type definition for an interface reset_counter_interface, which is
just like counter_interface except that it has an additional method of no arguments
intended to reset the state back to zero.
Problem 211
Write a class definition for a class loud_reset_counter satisfying the reset_counter_interface that implements a counter that both allows for resetting and is “loud”
(printing the state whenever a bump or reset occurs).

18.7 Problem set 8: Force-directed graph drawing
This section provides substantive background for one of the course problem sets. For common background on logistics and procedures for problem sets, including such topics as accessing the problem set code, compiling and testing your code, reflecting on the process, and submitting your
solution, please review the course document “Problem set procedures”.

You’ll be familiar with graph drawings, those renderings of nodes
and edges between them that depict all kinds of networks – both physical and virtual. These drawings are ubiquitous, in large part because
of their fabulous utility. Examples date from as early as the Middle Ages
(see Figure 18.8(a)), when they were used to depict family trees and
categorizations of vices and virtues. These days, they are used to depict
everything from molecular interactions to social networks.
To gain the best benefit from visualizing graphs through a graph
drawing, the nodes and edges must be laid out well. In this problem
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Figure 18.8: Two sample graph drawings several hundred years apart.
(a) A graph drawing from the 14th
century with nodes depicting logical propositions in an argument and
edges depicting relations among
them. From Kruja et al. (2001). (b)
Snapshot of a dynamic interactive forcedirected graph drawing built using D3
(https://mbostock.github.io/d3/talk/
20111116/force-collapsible.html), from
the D3 gallery.

(a)

(b)

set, you’ll complete the implementation of a system for force-directed
graph layout. A modern example of what can be done with forcedirected graph drawing is provided in Figure 18.8(b). If you’d like to get
a sense of what can be done with force-directed graph drawing, you
can play around with the graph visualization from which this snapshot
came. In carrying out this project, you’ll be making use of the objectoriented programming paradigm supported by OCaml.
A note of assuagement: Although this problem set document uses
a lot of physics terminology, you really don’t need to know any physics
whatsoever to do the problem set. All of the physics-related code is in
portions of the code-base (graphdraw.ml and controls.ml) that we
have provided for you and that you won’t need to modify.

18.7.1 Background
A G R A P H is a mathematical object defined as a set of N O D E S and
EDGES

connecting the nodes. As an example, consider a set of four

nodes (numbered 0 to 3) connected with edges cyclically, 0 to 1, 1 to
2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 0, plus an extra edge from 0 to 2. A G R A P H D R AW ING

is a depiction of a graph in two (or sometimes three) dimensions

indicating the nodes in the graph by graphical symbols of various
sorts (circles, squares, and the like) and edges by lines drawn between
the nodes. Other aspects of the graph are also typically manifested in
graphical properties. For instance, groups of nodes might be aligned
horizontally or vertically, or grouped with a zone box surrounding
them, or laid out symmetrically or in a hub-and-spoke motif.
For the example four-node graph just presented, if we depict the
nodes as small circles, placed more or less randomly on a drawing
“canvas”, we might get a graph drawing like Figure 18.9(a). It’s not
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

particularly visually pleasing.
Much more attractive layouts can be generated by thinking of the
positions at which the nodes are to be placed as physical M A S S E S subject to various kinds of F O R C E S . The forces encourage the satisfying
of graphical constraints, such as nodes being a particular distance
from each other, or far away from each other, or horizontally or vertically aligned. For instance, if we imagine a spring with a certain R E S T
LENGTH

connecting two masses, those masses will have forces push-

ing them towards each other if they are farther apart than the rest
length or away from each other if they are closer together than the rest
length. (See Figure 18.10 for a visual depiction.) According to Hooke’s
law, the force applied is directly proportional to the difference between
the current distance and the rest length.
We can use this kind of mass-spring physical system to help with
graph layout. We imagine that there is a mass for each node initially
placed at the locations shown in Figure 18.9(a), and for each edge
in the graph there is a Hooke’s law spring of a given rest length, 80
pixels, say, connecting the masses representing the nodes at the end of
the edge. We refer to a force-generating element like the Hooke’s law
spring as a C O N T R O L . If we physically simulate how the forces on the
masses generated by the controls would work, eventually the masses
will come to rest at locations different from where they started, and
indeed, if we place the graph nodes at those locations, we get exactly
the layout in Figure 18.9(b). Notice how all of the edge-connected
nodes are the same length apart from each other – as it turns out, 80
pixels apart.
This methodology for graph layout is called F O R C E - D I R E C T E D
G R A P H L AY O U T

based on its use of simulated forces to move the nodes

and edges around. The method can be generalized to much more expressive graphical constraints than just establishing fixed distances
between nodes with Hooke’s-law springs. For instance, we can have
force-generating controls that push masses to be in horizontal alignment, or vertical alignment. Using these controls, we can generate

Figure 18.9: Four different drawings of
the same graph. (a) Nodes randomly
placed. (b) With fixed length spring
constraints between nodes connected
by edges. (c) With fixed length spring
constraints between nodes connected
by outside edges, plus a horizontal
alignment constraint on nodes 0 and 1
and a vertical alignment constraint on
nodes 0 and 3. (d) An overconstrained
layout with the constraints from (c) but
with all of the edge constraints from (b),
including the fixed length constraint
between 0 and 2.
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(a)

(b)

layouts like the one in Figure 18.9(c). Care must be taken however. If
we add too many controls in ways that overconstrain the physical system, the result of finding the resting positions may not fully satisfy any
of the constraints, leading to unattractive layouts as in Figure 18.9(d).

18.7.2 Building a force-directed graph layout system
We’ve provided you with most of the components of a force-directed
graph layout system, written in an object-oriented design that is particularly appropriate for this task. We start with two-dimensional
P O I N T S.

A point has x and y coordinates, and can thus represent a

position on the canvas. The signature of a point class is specified in
the file points.mli. The interface file documents the functionality of
objects in the class, and we’ve provided a partial implementation of the
class in the file points.ml. You’ll notice that in addition to retrieving
the position of a point, a point can be moved directly to a new position.
Further, operations can be performed on points interpreted as
vectors, for instance, adding two points, or multiplying a point by a
scaling factor. We describe the various point operations by example.
The sum of points at (1, 3) and (7, 6) would be (8, 9). Scaling the result
by 2 would yield (16, 18). Subtracting (10, 10) yields (6, 8). The norm
of that point (its distance from the origin) is

√

62 + 82 =

√

36 + 64 =

√

100 = 10

.

The unit vector that corresponds to the vector (6, 8) is the vector in
the same direction but whose norm is 1, which we can generate by just
dividing the vector by its norm: (0.6, 0.8). The distance between two
points is the norm of their difference, so the distance between (5, 5)

and (5.6, 5.8) is 1.

M A S S E S are like points, except that they have a physical mass and
forces can act upon them. Look at the file masses.mli for information
about the mass class, a subclass of point. Again, the interface file
documents the functionality of objects in the class, and we’ve provided
a partial implementation of the class.
C O N T R O L S are force-generating objects – like springs or alignment
constraints. We’ve provided the code for those in controls.ml. There
is a control class along with subclasses for different types of controls:
springs, alignment constraints, repulsive forces, and the like. Note
how the controls affect masses, so control objects typically have one
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(c)
Figure 18.10: A Hooke’s law spring
connecting two masses (labeled 0
and 1) and its generated forces. The
pale red bar indicates the spring’s rest
length. (a) The spring at rest. No forces
on the masses. (b) When the spring is
stretched (the masses are farther apart
than the spring’s rest length), forces
(red arrows) are applied to the two
masses pushing them towards each
other. (c) Conversely, when the spring
is compressed (the masses are closer
together than the spring’s rest length),
forces are applied to the two masses
pushing them away from each other.
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or more masses as elements. For instance, a spring control (see the
bispring class) will have two masses as elements, the masses that the

spring connects.
G R A P H I C A L O B J E C T S are the kinds of things that get rendered on
the graphics canvas – small circles, squares, or other shapes representing nodes, edges drawn as connecting lines, boxes representing
a zone that includes several other graphical objects. These graphical
objects have various properties governing how they appear: what color
they are drawn in, what line thickness should be used, and so forth.
You’ll notice that some of these are common to all graphical objects
and appear in the drawable class. Others are particular to a subclass of
drawable, like the radius property of the circle class.

These classes make heavy use of OCaml’s ability to have named
arguments that are optional, taking a default value if the argument is
not provided. You may want to look at the discussion of labeled and
optional arguments in Real World OCaml to learn about the syntax
used.
Finally, the file graphdraw.ml implements functionality to “solve” a
graph layout problem. The solve function is provided a list of masses;
a list of constraints generating forces on those masses; and a scene,
a list of drawable graphical items located relative to those masses. It
uses a renderer (which we also provide) to display the scene in OCaml’s
graphics window (using the X11 windowing system that you installed
at the start of term), and animates the scene, moving the graphical
objects around the canvas as the forces apply to them, until the scene
settles into a final state. To get a sense of what the system looks like as
it performs the physical simulation of masses and forces, you can view
the demo movies at http://url.cs51.io/graphdraw.
Figure 18.11 depicts the interrelationships among the various
classes in the problem set (as a graph drawing!).

18.7.3 Completing the graph drawing system
The following files make up the system:
• points.ml and points.mli: The point class.
• masses.ml and masses.mli: The mass class.
• controls.ml: The various controls classes, for instance, bispring,
align, logisticrepel.

• graphobj.ml: Graphical object classes, including drawable and its
subclasses. We provide the circle subclass. You’ll add classes for
rectangle, square, edge, and zone.
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Figure 18.11: A map of the various
classes involved in this problem set.

• graphdraw.ml: Code for carrying out the physical simulation and
for rendering graphs in the graphics window. All of the physics
happens here, so you won’t need to deal with that part.
• testXXX.ml: Files that provide tests that you can run to see the
system in action. You may want to add your own tests.
The parts that you’ll need to do are as follows:
1. Implement the point class in points.ml consistent with the interface in points.mli. Test it thoroughly.
2. Complete the implementation of the mass class in masses.ml
consistent with the interface in masses.mli. Test it thoroughly.
3. You should already be able to test the system on examples that only
use the circle graphical objects that we’ve provided. For instance,
the example in testuniformcentered.ml should already work.
Try building and running it and verify that the graphics window
launches and you see the animated layout process.
4. Add the additional graphical objects to graphobj.ml – rectangle
and square nodes, edges, and zone boxes – and try the other tests
we provided.
5. Construct an example graph drawing of your own, placing the
code in a file example.ml. The file should culminate in a function
example : unit -> unit, which when called uses the system to

lay out the graph nicely and display the result. We’ve provided a file
example.mli that it should be consistent with. If you’d like, post a

screenshot or video to Piazza. We’ll award a prize for the best graph
posted!
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18.8 Problem set 9: Simulating an infectious process
This section provides substantive background for one of the course problem sets. For common background on logistics and procedures for problem sets, including such topics as accessing the problem set code, compiling and testing your code, reflecting on the process, and submitting your
solution, please review the course document “Problem set procedures”.

Imagine an infection among a population of people where the agent
is transmitted from infected people to susceptible people nearby.
The time course of such a process depends on many factors: How
infectious is the agent? How much mixing is there of the population?
How nearby must people get to be subject to infection? How long does
recovery take? Is immunity conferred?
To get a sense of how such factors affect the overall course of the
infection, we can simulate the process, with configurable parameters
to control these and other aspects of the simulation.

18.8.1 The simulation
In this simulation, a population of people can be in one of several
states:
• Susceptible – The person has not been infected or has been infected
but is no longer immune.
• Infected – The person is infected and is therefore infectious and can
pass the infection on to susceptibles nearby.
• Recovered – The person was infected but recovered and has immunity from further infection for a period of time.
• Deceased – The person was infected but did not recover.
(In the field of epidemiology, this kind of simulation is known as an
SIRD model for obvious reasons.)
The simulation proceeds through a series of time steps. At each
time step members of the population move on a two-dimensional grid
to nearby squares. (How far they move – how many squares in each
direction – is a configurable parameter.) Each person’s status updates
after they’ve moved. A susceptible person in the vicinity of infecteds
may become infected. (This depends on how large a vicinity is considered to be “nearby” and how infectious each of the people in that
vicinity are.) An infected person after a certain number of time steps
may recover or die. (The relative proportion depends on a mortality
parameter.) A recovered person after a certain number of time steps
may lose immunity, becoming susceptible again.
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18.8.2 The simulator
We’ve provided you the basics of such a simulator, which you will
augment to be able to experiment with a wide range of scenarios.
The simulation can be visualized by showing the locations of the
people, color-coded as to their status. Figure 18.12 shows a visualization of a simulation after some simulated time has elapsed. Susceptibles are shown as small blue circles, infecteds as red, recovereds as
gray, and deceaseds as light gray “x” shapes. The radius around infecteds where they can infect others is marked with a thin red circle as
well.
The visualization also provides a summary chart that shows the
proportion of the population in the different statuses over time. Figure 18.12 shows the full visualization containing the map and summary chart, and Figure 18.13 shows the visualization at the conclusion
of the simulated run. In this particular scenario, by the end of the run,
the infection had been eradicated.
Figure 18.12: A visualization of an infection spreading through a population.
On the left is a map of the population,
color-coded by infection status. Susceptibles are shown as small blue circles,
infecteds as red, recovereds as gray, and
deceaseds as light gray “x” shapes. The
radius around infecteds where they can
infect others is marked with a thin red
circle as well. On the right is a stacked
bar chart showing the proportion of
the population in different statuses
over time. This snapshot was about 40
percent through the simulation.

The simulator is made up of several files, most of which you will not
need to modify. Those that you will be augmenting are given in italics.
• utilities.ml – Some generic utilities, such as functions to sample
from distributions, to flip weighted coins, to clip values, and the
like.
• counter.ml – Object-oriented counters that keep track of a running
total that can be incremented or decremented.
• statistics.ml – A set of counters to keep track of the number of
people in the population in various states.
• registry.ml – Defines a class type thing_type for things in the
world that participate in the simulation, and a module Registry for
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Figure 18.13: The visualization after the
simulation has concluded.

storing a population of objects of this type to allow for easy access
to the objects.
• people.ml – Defines a person object, and provides the beginnings
of a set of subclasses for people of different statuses. In particular, it
provides a full implementation of susceptible people and a partial
implementation of infected people, but no implementation of
recovered or deceased people. This is the main file that you will be

augmenting.
• visualization.ml – Provides all of the code for generating visualizations of the time course of the infection.
• simulation.ml – Runs a simulation of an infectious process for a
population for a fixed number of time steps, generating the visualization as the simulation proceeds.
• config.ml – Provides configurable parameters that govern all of the
details of the simulation and its visualization. You can experiment
with different scenarios by adjusting these parameters.
• run.ml – Runs the simulation.

18.8.3 Implementing the simulation
You’ll want to start by familiarizing yourself with the code by reading
through it. Figure 18.14 depicts a graph of the primary dependencies
among the files. The graph shows, for instance, that the people file primarily makes use of registry and visualization. It makes sense to
start at the top of this graph and work your way down to get a sense of
the overall structure of the code, even though you’ll only be modifying
a few files. You’ll want to look through the file config.ml to get a sense
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of the configurable parameters that you may want to use in completing
the simulation.
run

simulation

people

statistics

visualization

registry

counter

Figure 18.14: The files implementing
the simulation, with arrows indicating
which files make substantial use of
which others.
utilities

config

Problem 212
By way of a warm-up exercise, you should implement the counter class in counter.ml.
This simple class is used to build some counters for maintaining statistics of how
many people are in each of the possible statuses and for tracking the time-steps in
the simulation. You can see how these counters are established in statistics.ml.

Once the counter class is working, the system should already be
able to be compiled and run. You can
% ocamlbuild run.byte

and then
% ./run.byte

to see the simulation in action. However, since only the two statuses of
susceptible and infected are implemented, and the latter only partially,
the simulation will not be complete and its visualization won’t conform
to the desired one.
Problem 213
Complete the implementation of the draw method for the infected class so that
infecteds show up as red circles with a radius marker as in Figure 18.12.

Next, you’ll complete the implementation of the infected class
by allowing for infecteds to recover after a certain number of time
steps. The number of time steps required before recovery should be
determined by sampling from a Gaussian distribution with mean
and standard deviation given by the parameter cRECOVERY_PERIOD
from the file config.ml. (This sounds more difficult than it is. We’ve
provided a Gaussian sampler in the utilities.ml file. You can call it
to get the sample, and store it somewhere appropriate. Then at each
update, you’ll decrement it until it reaches zero, at which time the
infected has recovered.)
Problem 214
Implement the update method for the infected class. It should check to see if the
infected has recovered, and if so, it should replace the infected object in the registry
with a recovered object. (The process is similar to how the susceptible object is
replaced with an infected object in the susceptible class we’ve provided.)
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In order to complete this change, you’ll need a recovered class.
Problem 215
Add a recovered class, in addition to the susceptible and infected classes. Objects in
this class should have an immunity period, again sampled from an appropriate Gaussian
distribution (using the parameter cIMMUNITY_PERIOD). After the immunity period is
over, recovereds become susceptible again.

You now have a full simulation of the infection process, with people
cycling through from susceptible to infected to recovered to susceptible again. Use the opportunity to start experimenting with the various
configuration parameters in config.ml. What happens if you decrease
the neighbor radius (cNEIGHBOR_RADIUS), which is akin to “social
distancing”? What happens if you increase the step size (cSTEP_SIZE_SUSCEPTIBLE), which might be thought of as modeling increased

traveling. What happens if you greatly increase the immunity period?
Try out different scenarios and see what happens.
Finally, and perhaps most dramatically, the infection might have an
additional outcome, by virtue of its mortality.
Problem 216
Add a deceased class. In the infected class update method, after the infection period
is over, a proportion of people (governed by cMORTALITY) will become deceased rather
than recovered.

18.8.4 Exploration
Once you’ve got this all working, try out different scenarios. See how
parameters affect the results.
Feel free to augment the implementation. Here are some possibilities, but you can certainly come up with your own.
• You might add a notion of “central quarantining”. After a certain
number of time steps have elapsed, at each time step thereafter
a small proportion of infecteds might change their properties (if
not their object class) to become quarantined. They move to a
central location (say, the middle of the grid) and their movement is
restricted by resetting their step size to zero and their infectiousness
to zero. When they recover, they move back to their location before
the quarantine.
• You might add a small number of locations on the map – “grocery
stores” we’ll call them – where people tend to congregate. Every
time step, a small proportion of people are relocated to the grocery
stores for a few time steps before returning back to where they came
from.
• You might establish a capacity for treating infecteds such that when
there are more infecteds than the capacity, mortality increases. It
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would then become more important to “flatten the curve”. Can you
adjust parameters to do so? If so, which parameters work best?
Problem 217
To present your experiments, we ask that you make a short video of perhaps three to five
minutes presenting some scenarios that you’ve looked at. If they involve extensions of
the sort above, all the better.
To make the recording, you can use whatever video or screen-recording system you
prefer, but a simple one-person Zoom session using Zoom’s built-in local recording
feature should be sufficient.
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